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The 4f6 7F0 → 4f6 5D0 intra-configuration transition in Sm:SrF2 is forbidden for Sm2+ ions
in the octahedrally symmetric substitution sites in SrF2. We report the direct observation of this
transition using laser-induced fluorescence at cryogenic temperatures, and measurements of the
excited state lifetime and the excitation cross section. To the best of our knowledge, this optical
transition has the longest lived excited state ever observed in a solid.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rare-earth ions (REI) doped into solid-state hosts have
been studied for many decades due to their unusual optical
properties [1–3]. More recently, REI-doped solids have
been used for quantum information processing [4–7], and
to stabilize narrow-linewidth lasers (e.g., [8–10]). REI-
doped solids offer the advantage that very large numbers
of atoms, typically & 1016 in a cm-sized crystal, can be
studied without requiring laser-cooling or trapping. In
addition, many applications of REI take advantage of
the intra-configuration 4f → 4f transitions in these ions,
which are shielded by their closed 5s and 5p shells from
interactions with the host lattice: this shielding leads
to remarkably narrow optical spectral lines even in the
solid-state [8–11]. Extremely long coherence times for
electron and nuclear spins have also been demonstrated
in these systems [6, 12].
The narrowest observed optical transition in a REI-
doped solid thus far is the 7F0 − 5D0 transition in Eu3+
doped into Y2SiO5 (YSO), with homogenous linewidth
γh = 2pi×122 Hz and excited state lifetime τ ≈ 2 ms
at cryogenic temperatures [11, 13]. The two states in-
volved in this clock transition have no electronic magnetic
moments, and low differential sensitivity to crystal field
effects. This clock transition has been applied to laser
frequency stabilization using spectral hole-burning, reach-
ing fractional frequency stabilities comparable to those
achieved with high-finesse optical cavities [10, 14]. How-
ever the 7F0 − 5D0 transition in Eu:YSO is spectrally
broad, with an inhomogeneous linewidth Γinh ≈ 2pi×1
GHz [15]. Inhomogenous broadening is typically caused
by impurities and strains within the crystal that lead to
ions at different locations experiencing a range of differ-
ent local electromagnetic fields [10, 16, 17]. Further, the
nuclear magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments
of europium open up pathways for coupling between the
Eu3+ ions and their environment, including adjacent Y3+
ions in YSO [11]. While such inhomogeneously broadened
clock transitions are useful for laser stabilization using
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spectral hole-burning, they cannot be used as an absolute
frequency reference.
In order to explore the fundamental limits to line-
broadening in such shielded REI clock transitions, we
have been investigating the 7F0 − 5D0 transition in
the isoelectronic ion, Sm2+. Samarium has a num-
ber of stable isotopes, with mass numbers A =
(144, 147, 148, 149, 150, 152, 154) and natural abundances
of (3, 15, 11.2, 13.8, 7.4, 26.7, 22.8) % respectively [18].
The two odd isotopes (A = 147, 149) have nuclear spin
I = 7/2, while the even A isotopes all have zero nuclear
spin. The zero spin isotopes are particularly interesting
as they could have lower inhomogeneous broadening due
to the absence of nuclear moments. When doped into the
SrF2 host lattice, Sm
2+ (ionic radius rion = 141 pm [19])
substitutes for the similar-sized Sr2+ (rion = 140 pm [20])
leading to lower doping-induced strain and potentially
better isolation of the clock transition. While this system
thus holds promise for realizing an optical frequency ref-
erence, the 7F0− 5D0 transition in Sm:SrF2 had not been
studied in sufficient detail prior to this investigation. The
7F0− 5D0 transition was only ever observed using weakly
allowed decays after indirectly populating the 5D0 state
[21, 22], and so existing estimates for its frequency were
not sufficiently precise to allow continuous-wave laser exci-
tation of this transition. The lifetime of the excited state
(which sets a lower limit to γh) and the line strength were
similarly unknown to high precision. These parameters
are necessary to evaluate the feasibility of using Sm:SrF2
as an optical atomic clock.
In this work, we report the first direct observation of
the 7F0− 5D0 transition in Sm:SrF2. By directly exciting
the transition, we have characterized the dynamics of
laser-induced fluorescence on the clock transition, and
measured the excited state lifetime and the excitation
cross section.
II. APPARATUS
The measurements were performed on a Sm:SrF2 crystal
(0.1% nominal Sm concentration, no isotopic enrichment).
The electronic level structure of this system is shown
schematically in Fig. 1(a). The crystal was secured to the
cold plate of a liquid helium cryostat using copper clamps,
with indium foil used on all the metal-crystal interfaces
to ensure good thermal contact. All the measurements
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FIG. 1: (a) Schematic of the relevant energy levels of Sm2+ in Sm:SrF2 (see Ref. [21] for a more detailed compilation).
The 7F0 − 5D0 clock transition was directly excited at 684 nm, and detected using spontaneously emitted fluorescence
from the 5D0 state, which primarily decays to
7F1 by a magnetic dipole (M1) transition at 697 nm. All three of the
energy levels shown here arise from the 4f6 configuration. (b) Schematic of the apparatus used for the measurements
reported here. ECDL is an external-cavity diode laser, AOM is an acousto-optic modulator, PMT is a photomultiplier
tube, PD are photodiodes.
reported here were made at 4.2 K, except for measure-
ments of the temperature dependence of the excited state
lifetime described below. A schematic of the apparatus is
shown in Fig. 1(b).
A 684 nm interference-filter-stabilized external cavity
diode laser (ECDL) was used to probe the clock transi-
tion. The ECDL was optimized to have a 12 GHz scan
range. The intensity of the 684 nm probe laser was con-
trolled using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), and the
fluorescence signal at 697 nm was detected using a pho-
tomultipler tube (PMT). Light scattered into the PMT
from the probe laser was suppressed using a bandpass
filter centered at 697 nm. For the cross section measure-
ments described below, the linewidth of the probe laser
was reduced to 1 kHz by locking it to an optical cavity.
III. MEASUREMENTS
At the outset of this investigation, a number of conflict-
ing values for the frequency of the 7F0 − 5D0 transition
had been reported in the literature. Wood and Kaiser
[21] reported the transition wavenumber as 14616 cm−1
based on a weak emission line, whereas Gaˆcon et al. [23]
excited ions up to the 5D0 state in a two-photon configu-
ration using a pulsed laser and reported 14603 cm−1 as
the transition wavenumber. Macfarlane and Meltzer [24]
directly observed satellite lines at 14620 cm−1 from ions
located at low-symmetry defect sites, where the transition
is more strongly allowed due to admixture of energy levels
by the asymmetric crystal field. After initially failing to
observe the transition at 14616 cm−1 or 14603 cm−1, we
were able to directly excite the transition in the neighbor-
hood of 14612 cm−1 after a thorough search, as shown
in Fig. 2. (To avoid any ambiguities between air versus
vacuum wavenumbers, which are likely responsible for the
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FIG. 2: The 7F0 − 5D0 transition in Sm:SrF2 observed
using laser-induced fluorescence. The vertical axis shows
the laser-induced fluorescence signal detected at 697 nm,
normalized to the laser power at each frequency. The
frequency axis was calibrated using a commercial
wavemeter. We attribute the two peaks to
inhomogeneously broadened 7F0 − 5D0 lines from 149Sm
(centered at 438064.3 GHz) and 147Sm (centered at
438065.6 GHz).
discrepancy with Ref. [21], we only use frequency units
below.)
For the measurement in Fig. 2, we scanned the fre-
quency of the 684 nm ECDL in 100 MHz steps between
438056 GHz and 438070 GHz. We used 3 mW of laser
power and illuminated a 400 µm spot (1/e2 radius) along
the 10 mm length of the crystal. The intensity of the
probe laser was constant over the scan to better than
35%, as measured using monitor photodiodes. At each
frequency, 16 laser pulses (typically 50 ms long, repeated
once every 100 ms) were sent using the AOM and the 697
nm fluorescence decay signal was measured both during
the excitation as well as in the dark. The 5D0 state de-
cays almost exclusively to the 7F1 state, as expected for
Sm2+ ions located in sites with octahedral (Oh) symmetry
[25]. A typical fluorescence time trace is shown in Fig. 3.
The fluorescence signal shown in Fig. 2 was normalized
to the laser power measured at each frequency using a
monitor photodiode.
The fluorescence signal in Fig. 2 shows an inhomoge-
neously broadened zero-phonon line, which we attribute
to the 147,149Sm isotopes: the ratio of the heights of the
two peak-like features matches the isotopic abundance
ratio of 147Sm and 149Sm (1.09:1), and the width of these
features is comparable to the inhomogeneous broadening
of the 7F0−5D0 transition in 151Eu:YSO at similar doping
concentration [13]. However, the inhomogeneous profile is
evidently non-gaussian, indicating that the statistical dis-
tribution of the interactions between the fluorescing ions
and their local lattice environment is markedly different
in Sm:SrF2 compared to Eu:YSO [16]. We did not detect
any phonon sidebands of the transition at frequencies up
to 2 THz away from the zero-phonon line. This suggests
that the 7F0 − 5D0 transition is only weakly coupled to
the SrF2 lattice.
The lifetime of the excited state was measured by fitting
an exponential decay curve to the fluorescence signal
measured in the dark. The decay fits very well to a single
exponential, as shown in Fig. 4. The inset to Fig. 4 shows
the variation of the 5D0 state lifetime τ , as a function of
the probe laser frequency. The lifetime varies by ∼10%
over the inhomogeneously broadened profile, potentially
due to variation of the matrix element for the 5D0 → 7F1
transition over the range of environments represented by
these spectral classes. The longest lifetimes are observed
near the peaks in Fig. 2. (We also measured the lifetime
of the 5D0 state by indirectly populating it using a 410
nm laser, via the higher excited 4f55d band, similar to
the method used by Alam et al. in Ref. [22]. However,
these decay curves did not fit well to single exponentials,
likely due to excitation of many spectral classes from
the inhomogeneous distribution in the excitation to the
broad 4f55d band – such indirect measurements of the
lifetime are therefore inaccurate.) The lifetime of the
5D0 state measured by direct excitation of the
7F0 − 5D0
transition (averaged across the spectral classes between
438060-438068 GHz) is τ = 12.4(3) ms. The corresponding
lower limit to the homogeneous linewidth of the transition
is γh,min ≈ 2pi × 13 Hz.
We also measured the lifetime of the 5D0 state as a
function of the temperature of the crystal, as shown in Fig.
5. The lifetime fits well (albeit with a small discrepancy
at low temperatures) to a simple model for a thermally-
activated decay process [22],
1
τ
=
1
τ1
+
exp(−∆/kBT )
τ2
, (1)
FIG. 3: Laser-induced fluorescence measured on the
5D0 → 7F1 line at 697 nm. The photocathode current is
plotted here as a function of time. The probe laser pulse
at 684 nm lasts for the first 50 ms (shaded). The solid
lines are fits to rising and falling exponentials with the
same 1/e lifetime τ . The constant offset from residual
scattered laser light is removed for clarity. The decay of
the fluorescence in the dark (between 50-100 ms) from
many such measurements is shown in Fig. 4.
FIG. 4: The decay of fluorescence at 697 nm observed
after pulsing the probe laser (stabilized at 438065.5 GHz
for this measurement). The solid line is a fit to a single
exponential with a 1/e lifetime τ = 12.96(7) ms. The
inset shows τ for different spectral classes within the
inhomogeneous profile.
where τ1 is the lifetime of the
5D0 state at absolute zero,
and τ2 is the lifetime of a shorter-lived state lying at
an energy ∆ above the 5D0 state. The fit shown in
Fig. 5 yields τ2 = 200 ns and ∆ = h × 14.2 THz. This
energy separation ∆ is consistent with an experimentally
observed state that is ∼450 cm−1 above the 5D0 state
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FIG. 5: The lifetime of the 5D0 state as a function of
temperature. The solid line is a fit to the
thermally-activated decay model in Eq. (1).
[21].
In contrast to the 7F0 − 5D0 transition in Eu:YSO at
comparable REI densities (e.g., [26]), we did not observe
any significant absorption of the probe laser through
the crystal, indicating that the transition in Sm:SrF2
is extremely weak. To quantify the line strength, we
measured the excitation cross section for the 7F0 − 5D0
transition as follows. Using a frequency-stabilized laser
at ν = 438066.1 GHz, we pulsed the probe laser and
measured both the rise and decay of the 5D0 → 7F1
fluorescence as shown in Fig. 3. The exponential decay
yields the lifetime τ of the 5D0 state as described above.
The rising exponential was fit to the function S(t) =
S0 (1− e−t/τ ) + b to extract the steady-state fluorescence
signal S0. We then repeated these measurements at a
number of values of the laser intensity I (using a beam
with 100 µm 1/e2 radius), to obtain S0(I) as shown in
Fig. 6. The nonlinearity in Fig. 6 indicates the onset of
saturation on the 7F0 − 5D0 transition.
We modeled the intensity dependence of the steady-
state fluorescence signal S0(I) using a set of rate equations
for the three energy levels shown in Fig. 1(a),
d
dt
NgNe
Nf
 =
−(Ng −Ne)Γexc + γfNf(Ng −Ne)Γexc − γeNe
γeNe − γfNf
 . (2)
Here Ng, Ne, Nf are the populations in the
7F0,
5D0,
7F1
states respectively. The excitation rate from 7F0 → 5D0
is Γexc = Φσ, where Φ = I/hν is the photon flux and σ is
the excitation cross section of interest. The decay rates
for the 5D0 → 7F1 and 7F1 → 7F0 transitions are γe and
γf respectively. N = Ng +Ne +Nf is the total number
of ions that are resonant with the laser.
The measured steady-state fluorescence S0 is related to
the 5D0 population at steady state, Ne,ss, via the decay
rate γe, and an experimental efficiency factor ηc (which
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FIG. 6: The steady state fluorescence signal plotted
against laser intensity. The error bars are the standard
deviations of 16 repeated measurements of S0 for each
value of I. The solid line is a fit to Eq.(3), which yields
the excitation cross section.
accounts for the solid-angle subtended by the detector, the
detector’s efficiency, etc.). The resulting relation between
S0 and the cross section σ is
S0 = ηcγeNe,ss = ηcγeN
Φσ
Φσ
(
2 + γeγf
)
+ γe
. (3)
We fix γe = 1/τ to its measured value, and assume that
γf  γe, since the 7F1 state is expected to relax quickly
to the ground state due to the strong overlap between
its energy above the ground state (h× 7.8 THz) and the
phonon spectrum in SrF2 [27]. This assumption is borne
out by the excellent fit of Eq.(3) to the data in Fig. 6
(reduced χ2 = 0.98). The fit also yields a value for ηcN
which is consistent with an independent estimate of this
quantity based on the calculated number of ions within the
laser excitation volume that are resonant with the laser,
manufacturer specifications for the filter transmissions and
detector efficiency, and Monte Carlo modeling of the solid
angle for light collection. The resulting excitation cross
section is σ = 1.9(1)× 10−18 cm2, where the uncertainty
is the quadrature sum of the fit uncertainty and the
estimated intensity calibration uncertainty. This small
cross section confirms the highly forbidden nature of the
7F0 − 5D0 transition in Sm:SrF2.
IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
It is interesting to ask why the transition between the
7F0 and
5D0 states is allowed at all in an octahedrally
symmetric substitution site in SrF2, where it ought to
be completely forbidden [25]. Based on the excitation
cross section measured above, we suggest that the reason
5is hyperfine-induced mixing of the 7F0 and
7F1 states.
In a magnetic field Bn ∼ 100 G due to the Sm nucleus,
the 7F0 state is perturbed to
∣∣∣7˜F0〉 ≈ ∣∣7F0〉 + ξ∣∣7F1〉,
where ξ = (µBn/∆E) with µ = 2µB being the M1 matrix
element between the 7F0,
7F1 states and ∆E = h× 7.8
THz their energy separation. This leads to a hyperfine-
induced mixing amplitude ξ ∼ 4×10−5, and an estimated
homogeneous excitation cross section σhyp = ξ
2 λ2
2pi ∼
10−18 cm2 which is comparable to the experimentally
measured cross section.
The above estimate lends further credence to our sugges-
tion that the inhomogeneously broadened lines shown in
Fig. 2 arise from the 147,149Sm isotopes that have nonzero
nuclear magnetic moments. Despite this inhomogeneous
broadening, it may be possible to use the 147,149Sm lines
for laser stabilization using spectral hole-burning similar
to Eu:YSO, although burning persistent spectral holes in
Sm:SrF2 will require significantly higher optical intensi-
ties compared to Eu:YSO due to the relative weakness of
the transition.
We expect that the zero spin isotopes of Sm will exhibit
lower inhomogeneous broadening due to their reduced
interactions with the lattice, although the clock transi-
tion in these isotopes will be extremely forbidden in the
absence of hyperfine-induced mixing. The observation of
the zero spin isotope lines is challenging for this reason,
but is necessary in order to realize an absolute frequency
reference using the Sm:SrF2 system. The observation of
these lines may be possible using isotopically enriched
samples, or large magnetic fields to admix the 7F0,
7F1
states. We are exploring both these approaches.
In summary, we have directly observed the highly for-
bidden 7F0 − 5D0 transition in Sm:SrF2. The population
dynamics of the clock states under laser excitation have
been understood quantitatively, allowing us to measure
the lifetime of the excited state, and determine the mech-
anism that makes this transition slightly allowed. Our
observation of this forbidden transition enables further
studies of the properties of Sm:SrF2, to evaluate its feasi-
bility as a radically simple optical frequency reference.
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